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Recent developments
- attributable to satellites
- development of sensors  (BGC-Argo)
- advancement in numerical BGC modeling

Do available observations represent adequately the 
4D BGC dynamics?

How can ML help?

I will present an example of utilizing ML based on BGC-Argo data from 
the Black Sea region.
We investigate the photic layer.



BGC Argo         + AI               + CEMS physics

The key question is whether the currently available BGC-Argo data are sufficient to reliably describe the basin-
wide spatial and temporal variability of BGC parameters, including their seasonal and interannual variations.
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Data From Numerical Models

Temperature, salinity, oxygen and Chl-a data produced by the Black Sea—Monitoring Forecasting Centre (BS MFC).

Physics: NEMO (version 3.6), implemented with horizontal grid resolution of 1/36° zonally and 1/27° meridionally (ca. 3 km) 
and 31 vertical levels.

BGC: the BiogeochemicAl Model forhypoxic and Benthic Influenced areas (BAMHBI, Gregoire et al., 2008). The food web
Is described through 24 state variables. BAMHBI is coupled with NEMO.

Feedforward Backpropagation Neural Network

Task: derive BGC variables from physical variables.

Essentially an input–output mapping in which the neurons
combine the input data in such a way that the output can be 
considered a nonlinear combination of input data.

NN input: T and S
NN output: Chl-a, bbp and O2

The training data set consists of 120,401 samples for Chl-a 
and bbp and 89,418 samples for oxygen. The validation
data set is approximately 6 times smaller.



Validation during the TRAINING period (bas1)

observed emulated Mean in the
upper 70 m

Index of agreement:

D=0.95

D=0.80

D=0.81

1 - perfect agreement
0 - no agreement at all
For the upper 70 m:



Can we use the available data from numerical (physical) models as inputs for the developed NN to reconstruct 
the BGC states corresponding to the model physics?
A prerequisit of that is that the 3-D physical fields do not deviate much from the observations, This is true.

The NN reconstructions outperform the 
results of the model simulations



4D Reconstruction of BGC Dynamics-validation

observations Reconstruction-ArgoReconstruction-CMEMSCMEMS

float bas1



4D Reconstruction
Horizontal patterns 



4D Reconstruction
Temporal variability



Conclusions

The magnitudes of responses of individual BGC parameters to 
physics appeared not to be proportional to the magnitude of 
physical variability.

ML helps to address the problem of undersampling by taking 
advantage of the synergy of different data sources
and providing a tool to analyze the 4D structure of BGC fields.

There is perhaps a potential to enhance the quality of BGC 
numerical simulations by using ML (in data assimilation).

Physical data from numerical models appears to be a useful 
tool to replicate both the mean and eddy states of the Black 
Sea’s BGC, as well as to identify the spatial patterns of recent 
BGC changes.
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